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XPERIENCES

Thank you so much for all your calls and messages in
response to the terrible events of Friday, November 13th.
Our hearts go out to the victims and their friends and
families.
We also want to thank those who stayed with us in spite of
the circumstances. We are really touched and grateful for
your many gestures of solidarity.
Fortunately all the team is safe and sound, and look forward
to welcoming you again soon. Do not hesitate to contact us
directly if you need more precise information.
We are proud of being Parisians and of all the beauty and
magic that surround us. Let us keep the spirit of Paris alive!
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Love
Paris & St Germain?
Join us @HotelDauphine1 and
#hoteldauphinestgermain on Instagram

Hotel Dauphine St Germain
has a NEW LOOK

Charm & beauty of

Hotel Jeanne d’Arc

Exclusive Anna K
Spring - Summer 2016

TCS New York City marathon

The world’s biggest and most popular marathon

Wake up in one of its elegant rooms, and you’ll be ready to live
the Paris of your dreams. Walk out the door after a delicious
breakfast, and you’ll step into the mix of culture and savoir-vivre
of the St. Germain des Prés area.

Love Paris & St Germain?
Join us @HotelDauphine1 and
#hoteldauphinestgermain on Instagram
Margaret Zhang

@margaret__zhang

Laila Hamdaoui
@lailahamdaoui

Be charmed by its stone facades, narrow streets
with flower-covered balconies, amazing shops,
the best in international fashion, fine gastronomy
and specialized bookstores, as well as famous cafés
(Le Flore, Les Deux Magots), the Odeon theater,
cinemas and numerous art galleries.

Room 32
Beautiful yellow/black “Dider Milano” modern
bed cover and pillows highlight matching
historical fabric and wallpaper from the famous
“Charles Burger” Parisian boutique. The unique
design tells the story of a period rural scene with
hot air balloons on a white background, a design
by Jean-Baptiste Marie Huet, 1784, featuring the
“Ballon de Gonesse”.

HOTEL DAUPHINE
ST GERMAIN HAS A

New look

“On August 27, 1783, the skies above the French
commune of Gonesse were briefly darkened by
a floating figure. The peasants, filled with fear
by the unusual sight, shot down the hovering
object and attacked it with pitchforks because
they believed it was a monster. The “monster” was
actually a hot air balloon. This scene of armed
farmers surrounding a deflated balloon is one of
the vignettes depicted on Le Ballon de Gonesse,
a commemorative textile that captures the
popularity of balloons in late eighteenth-century
France.”

Room 34
Warm colors and stylized fabric from
“Pierre Frey”, Paris, give a Parisian
chic to this charming interior. The
natural materials produce a feeling
of classical elegance, which let the
fabrics tell their own story, once
again a chapter from the history of
France.

Charm & beauty of
Hotel Jeanne d’Arc
The Hotel Jeanne d’Arc is a Parisian hotel offering
an excellent location in the Marais, a homey
atmosphere and refurbished rooms.
Let us make your holiday an unforgettable experience.

About Anna K
Anna stepped into the fashion world
when she was only 16 years’ old.
Since 2012, Anna K has created, not
just clothes, but also a world of her
own, full of flowers, girly dresses,
playful prints and quirky captions.
Today fashion steps from the
catwalks to the streets in a blink
and Anna K is totally on the same
wavelength as the whole fashion
world. Girls in trendy, wearable,
funny and cool clothes by Anna
K are the stars of street style and
fashion parties.
Now, at 19, Anna produces 4
collections in a year and her map
includes 40 trendy shops in 25
countries.

Little girl
big brand

After showing her first collection at MercedesBenz Kiev Fashion Days Anna K was praised by
the editor of Italian Vogue and her international
fashion story began. Based in Kiev Anna K
spreads her fashion designs from New York to
Paris. For three seasons in a row Anna K has
shown her new collections during the London
Fashion Week. Anna K’s brand is represented
at the main International Fashion Trade shows:
Coterie in New York, Pitti W in Florence, White
show in Milan, Tranoi in Paris – all the fashion
capitals are flagged on Anna K’s Map.

All eyes on Anna K
The collections are on the radar of the top international press: Vogue.com, Vogue Italy,
Vogue UK, Vogue Brazil, Glamour UK, Glamour France, Daily Life, Grazia Italy, Elle UK,
Harpers Bazaar, L’O ciel France, Style.com, W Magazine. Anna Wintour, Suzy Menkes,
Sarah Mower, Nicola Formichetti – the most trend-setting and critical fashion influencers
have already praised the collections of Anna K.

About Anna K
SS 16 collection

Anna K`s Spring-Summer collection fluidly follows a fairy-tale theme set in Pre-Spring 2016.
While staying true to her quirky style with brightly colored neon A-dresses in floral prints, Anna
is showing a more mature part of herself in long dresses with frills and full skirts, and smooth silk
evening gowns.
Believing that every girl can be a princess, Anna has richly embellished her dresses with pearls and
chains. These chains, that come in various colours, have become the axis of her collection and are
used in the most unexpected ways, from shoulder straps and sleeves to seam links.
The center piece of the collection, a dress with a full circle skirt in the deep colours of a stormy sky,
has 450 silver chain links and gives a delicate but strong feel to its owner.
Creative details also include large hearts used by Anna to decorate skirts and dresses. Embellished
ribbon nets are slipped in shell dresses and featherweight bodysuits.
Finally, Anna opens the curtain for her future projects with print blocks of her collection, showing soft
t-dresses and sweatshirts with cartoon princesses and angelic babies cutely doing yoga.

TCS
NEW YORK CITY
MARATHON
The world’s biggest
and most popular
marathon

November 1st, 2015: the New York City marathon. On the starting line on the
Verrazzano bridge, Marie for the first time, Marc for the fifth, and with them,
Régine (Marc’s sister) and her son Gaspard, Lily (Marc’s daughter), Sandrine
Schneider, a close friend, as well as 50,000 runners from 139 countries. Many
supporters had come from all over the world to cheer them on, first and
foremost, Marc’s and Marie’s daughters, Kiara, 5 and a half, and Lou, 2 years’
old, Prune, Leo, César, Pascal, Giovanni, Claudine, another Régine and Neil,
all of them wearing T-shirts sporting the colours of the Dauphine St Germain
and the Jeanne d’Arc. NO ONE GAVE UP.
All participants received their medals when they crossed the finish line. Were
they exhausted? Certainly not. At least not enough to miss the party that
followed on one of New York City’s trendy rooftop bars. The next day, everyone
was headed home, be it France, Australia or Brazil, geographically apart, but
closer in spirit than ever before.

l The 45th New York City Marathon
l Race day on November 1, 2015
l The event was organised by the New
York Road Runners and sponsored by
Tata Consultancy Services (TCS)
l A total of 50,229 runners
l The 26.2-mile (42.2 km) course
covers all five boroughs of New York
City
l Stanley Biwott won the men’s
division with a time of 2:10:34
l Mary Keitany claimed the women’s
division with a time of 2:24:25, her
second consecutive win in New York
l In the wheelchair divisions, South
African Ernst van Dyk won the men’s
division with a time of 1:30:54 and
American Tatyana McFadden won
the women’s division with a new
record of 1:43:04.

1. When did you start to love running?
I started running seriously just after I decided to
run the marathon.

Interview with

Marie Tournier

2. What do you like about running?
It is a way to test one’s limits. Very soon, you realize
that you can always improve and I find it very
stimulating.

3. Do you expect high performance or is it just a
hobby?

I do not compare myself to others. I am not
interested in competing for first place. But I do want
to perform as well as I can.

4.

Why did you decide to run the New York City
Marathon?

7.

What can you learn
from running in one of
the foremost marathons
in the world?
It is a lesson about
sharing with 50000
strangers, sharing space,
sharing an experience,
sharing joy.

About a year ago, it started as a joke during a
family dinner. Then it became a challenge and we
all played the game.

8. Why did YOU decide to run with your family

5. How do you prepare to run a marathon?

It is the ultimate bonding experience with people you
love and know well.

You get up at 5:30am three times a week and go
running in a park before breakfast. To be perfectly
honest there are days when it is not a lot of fun.

6.

What are your impressions of the New York
City Marathon now that you have done it?
It is an amazing experience. All these runners
coming from all over the world, all the spectators
cheering us… It is like a giant party.

AND friends?

9. Are you happy with your running time?
Yes, I am happy. When I saw the finish line after
running for several hours, I didn’t really mind how
long it had taken me as long as I got there and got
my medal.

10. Who seems to find it easier to run a marathon,
men or women?

Men have stronger legs and run faster. But women
are lighter and have a lot of will power.

11. Who is your favorite marathoner?
Marc, of course!

12. Do you miss running already or you are you
going to take a little rest now?

I think I will rest a little and look for another
challenge.

